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A weighted least squares estimator is used to estimate the hazard functions in Aalen's additive 
risk model from grouped (and possibly censored) survival data. Counting process techniques are 
applied to derive a functional central imit theorem for the integrated estimator. 
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1. Introduction 
The additive risk model of Aalen [2] specifies the hazard rate hi(t)= 
lim~,o P( T~ <~ t+ e[ T~ > t)/e for the survival time T~ of an individual i with covariate 
vector Y~ = (Y,~,.. . ,  Y~p)' to have the form 
P 
hi(t)= Y~ ai(t) Y0 = Y:a(t). (1.1) 
j= l  
Here a = (a l , . . . ,  ap)' is a p-vector of unknown hazard functions. The statistical 
problem is to estimate a from data on the possibly right censored survival times 
TI~.. . ,  Tn and the corresponding covariate vectors Y~,. . . ,  Y~ of n individuals. 
In this paper we study inference for a when only grouped data, consisting of 
total number of deaths and person-years at risk in successive calendar periods 
tabulated for the various levels of the covariates, are available. The continuous data 
case (in which the exact values of the uncensored survival times T~,..o, T, are 
assumed to be known) is treated in [26]. 
The additive risk model provides a useful alternative to Cox's [10] proportional 
hazards model when large sample size makes its application feasible and more 
detailed information concerning the temporal influence of each covariate is desired. 
The particular applications we have in mind involve epidemiological cohort studies, 
such as those cited by Breslow [8, pp. 110, 111], involving the follow-up of large 
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population groups over many years. In these studies, grouping of data is seen as a 
convenient way to reduce the often voluminous mass of continuous data to a form 
suitable for statistical analysis [8, p. 133]. 
Let ~¢~,..., ~¢d denote the successive calendar periods (time intervals) used in 
the grouping of the data. The standard approach to estimation of a is to assume 
that the hazard functions a~, . . . ,  ap are constant within each interval. This yields 
a parametric (piecewise exponential) model with dp parameters which can be 
estimated using maximum likelihood, see Lagakos [20] and Buckley [9]. Kalbfleisch 
and Prentice [18], Prentice and Gloeckler [22] and Holford [ 15, 16] have used such 
an approach for Cox's proportional hazards model, taking the baseline hazard to 
be a step function. Provided that the censoring is noninformative, i.e. does not 
depend on the parameters [20], the results of Borgan [6] are easily adapted to the 
present setting to give the asymptotic distribution (as n ~oo and ..¢~,..., ,.% are 
fixed) of the maximum likelihood estimator. 
In practice, an auxiliary Poisson regression model is used to calculate the 
maximum likelihood estimates. This is justified when the true likelihood is propor- 
tional to the likelihood for the Poisson regression model, as is the case when the 
censoring is noninformative and the subjects are independent, see Laird and Olivier 
[21]. Then the maximum likelihood estimates can be calculated using iteratively 
reweighted least squares or iterative proportional firing algorithms. 
The aim of the present paper is to introduce stimators of a which are suitable 
under an asymptotic regime in which n and d both tend to infinity. Allowing d to 
go to infinity permits the use of a nonparametric model in which a is not a priori 
assumed to be piecewise constant. The intervals $~, . . . ,  ..% and their lengths are 
now denoted ,¢~n), • • • , ° 'dn~tn)  and "d,l(n), • • • , "dnl(n) respectively. If max(l~ "), . . . ,  lta~ )) tends 
to zero arbitrarily quickly then estimators for the conti~ao~s data case could be 
used (at least approximately); cf. the remark of Laird and Olivier [21, p. 234] in 
the context of Cox's model. However, the main purpose of grouping the data in 
the first place was to avoio clealing with the continuoLr data, so it is important to 
develop asymptotic results in cases where max(!]n},..., I~a~ :) tends to zero slowly. 
This approach can be interpreted in terms of Grenander's [ 12] method of sieves. A 
sieve is a sequen~.c { On, n >-- 1} of subsets of an infinite dimensional parameter space 
6} such that [..J~ a 6},~ is dease in O. We are using the histogram sieve 
O, = {a ~ O: a i~ constant on £~n), ~,.~l . . . , ~r  d ,  1 
where O is the space of continuous RP-valued functions. The estimator isconstrained 
to be in On when the sample size is n. A histogram sieve estima:~r for the b~:~elinc 
hazard function in Cox's proportional hazards model has been studied by Friedman 
[11]. 
In conjuction with the histogram sieve we use a weighted least squares estim,Ltor 
c~ which resembie~ l~e conventional weighted least squares estimator employed in 
the Poisson regression model. However, there is an important difference: our 
A 
estimator W~(t) of the weight W~(t) = (h~(t)) -~ at t e ,~") is based on estimates of 
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the hazard functions c~, . . .  , ap in the previous intervals ~) , . . . ,  o-,_~,"(") rather then 
the current interval jt~). This ensures that l~(t)  is predictable, greatly facilitating 
the proof of our main result, Theorem 2.3, which relies on martingale theory. 
We shall develop an asymptotic distribution theory for the integrated weighted 
least squares estimator 
It t / i ( t )  - ds, (1.2) 
o 
defined by componentwise integration of o~. Let A(t) denote the piecewise linear 
approximation to the vector of integrated hazard functions 
L A(t)= a(s) ds (1.3) 
based on ~n)  ~t~) , . . - ,~dn.Theorem 2.3 shows that x/ 'n(,4-A) converges weakly to a 
p-variate Gaussian process. In Section 2.5 we introduce a Kolmogorov-Smirnov 
type test statistic for testing the (null) hypothesis Ho: % = C~o, where ao is a known 
function, and use Theorem 2.3 to obtain its asymptotic null distribution. Confidence 
m 
bands for Aj are given in Section 2.6. These results are developed within the setting 
of multivariate counting processes. In Section 3 we show how the results transfer 
to the survival analysis context. Proofs are given in Section 4. For a review of the 
counting process and martingale theory used throughout the paper we refer to the 
survey article of Andersen and Borgan [3]. 
2. Counting process formulation 
2.1. The models 
Let Nt")(t) (~")  = Nl  (t), ~( ' ) t ,~,  • . . ,  , - ,  ~-!/, t C [0, 1 ], be a multivariate counting process 
with .'spect o a right-continuous filtration (~n)) ,  i.e. N C") is adapted to the filtration 
M~"~ which are right-continuous step functions, zero at time and has components .. i 
zero, with jumps of size + 1 such that no two components jump simultaneously. Let 
A (n) be the compensator of N (~), so that N(~)=A~)+M (~) where M (~)= 
(M~"~,.. . ,  M~n)) ' and M~") , . . . ,  M~ *~ are local martingales. Suppose that A ¢") is 
absolutely continuous (a.s.): 
At")(t)= A~")(s) ds (2.1) 
where A (") = (A ~"),.. . ,  A ~"))' and A ~"),. . . ,  A ~"~ are nonnegative predictable processes 
(intensity processes). Aalen [2] introduced the model 
At")(t) = yt")(t)at")(t) (2.2) 
where a ~') = (a (~),~ .. . , a~)) ' i s  a vector ofunknown onrandom integ table functions 
and Yt~)(t)=(Y~)(t)) is an nxp matrix of covadate processes assumed to be 
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predictable and locally bounded. The interpretation is that N~ ") counts events in 
the life of the ith individual and v ~"~ -i j  represents he jth covariate for the ith subject. 
• ¢("~ is a square integrable We assume, as Aalen does, that EN~"~(1)< oo, so that ... i 
martingale. 
To avoid cumbersome notation we shall usually suppress dependence on n, so 
for instance the intervals J~"~, ~("~ (which now partition [0, 1]) are denoted . . .~,,rdn 
simply J~ , . . . ,  Jd- If F(t) is a matrix function then let F*(t) denote the piecewise 
constant approximation 
r'I, F*( t )= 7 F(s)ds for te~¢, 
r 
and F(t) denote the piecewise linear approximation 
t) = F(r ,_ , )  +//,t - -~'- ' /( \ Y(r,)  - F(~,_, ) )  F( /, / \ 
for t~ ~¢r = (¢,_~, ~',], where l, = ~-,- ~,_~, 0= ~'o< T~ <- • .< Ta = 1. 
To carry out inference we need to assume that there is an underlying vector 
ct = (a , , . . . ,  ap)' of hazard functions to be estimated• In this regard we distinguish 
two models for the relationship between a~"~ and a. 
Model I: a("~= a for all n I> 1. 
Model II: a t"~ is the piecewise constant approximation a 
• • • ,  0~ d .  , n ~> 1 .  
* to a determined by 
2.2. The estimators 
The least squares estimator ~and the weighted least squares estimator ~are defined 
at t e ~, by 
~(t) = Y'(s) Y(s) ds Y'(s) dN(s),  (2.3) 
r f 
(I, ) I, ~(t)-- Y'(s)¢V(s)Y(s)ds ¥'(s)IV(s)dN(s), (2.4) 
r r 
where l,~'(t) is the n x n diagonal matrix having ith diagonal entry l,V~(t)- (,~(t)) -~ 
and ,£~(t) is an estimate of the intensity 
P 
A~"'(t) = T~ a)"'(t) Y~'(t). (2.5) 
j=!  
Here and in the sequel we use the convention that for any square matrix (or scalar) 
C, C - '  denotes the inverse of C if C is invertible, the zero matrix otherwise. If 
C(t) is a square matrix (or scalar) valued function we shall write (C(t)) -l as C-l(t) .  
it would be natural to choose 
A P A 
A~(t)= Y. %(t) Y~j(t). (2.6) 
J - - - |  
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However, it turns out that in order to obtain a sa'isfactory asymptotic theory we 
need to use a slightly more elaborate stimator of A,(t). This estimator is based on 
the smoothed least squares estimator 
1 i 
where K is a left-continuous kernel function having integral I, support [-I. I] and 
b. > 0 is a bandwidth parameter. We shall take 
P 
- (t)Y,j(t) (2.8) 
j=l 
* determined by ~, Jd. where aj** is the piecewise constant approximation to a~ , .. . ,  
Note that, in the survival analysis context, ~ and o~ can be evaluated from grouped 
data, ~ being the standard least squares estimator and o~ the (non-standard) weighted 
least squares estimator introduced by Huffer and McKeague [17]. In the special 
case of a single covaria~:e (p = 1) the weighted least squares estimator educes to 
the maximum likelihood estimator in @,; this estimator has been discussed by Karr 
[ 19, (3.16)] and Borgan and Ramlau-Hansen [7, Section 6]. Except in the parametric 
case mentioned in the introduction, asymptotic theory for the maximum likelihood 
estimator seems to be intractable when p > 1. 
We are interested in obtaining a functional central limit theorem for the integrated 
weighted least squares estimator (1.2). In order to establish such a result we first 
need to study the asymptotic behavior of the integrated least squares estimator 
I,o A(t )= ~(s) ~, "~ (2.9) 
and the smoothed least squares estimator (2.7). Let C[to, 1] ~' be the product of p 
copies of C[ to, 1], where 0 ~ to < 1, and denote 
tl 
£jk(t) -I E Y~j(t) Y/k(t), (2.10) 
--FI i= i  
Rjkltt)=~ ~ yij(t) Yik(t) Yit(t), (2.11) 
/'~ i=1 
1- Y,j(t) (2.12) 
n i~!  
~u.ur'^ -a":""~.,.,,..~ for least squares estima'~'on 
(C1) (Asymptotic stability). For j, k, ~ - 1, o . . ,  p there exist functions Ljk and Rjkt 
defined on [0, 1] such that 
sup [ £jk( t ) -  L jk( t) l = Op(x /min(  l, , . . . , ld) ), 
t~[0.1] 
sup Rj ,(t)l " m ~ 0 .  
tc[O,t] 
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(C2) (Lindeberg condition). For each j = 1 , . . . ,  p, 
n - ' /2  sup I l 0. 
re[O,l] 
i= l , . . . ,n  
(C3) (Asymptotic nondegeneracy ondition ). The p x p matrix L(t) = ( Ljk (t)) in 
(C 1) is nonsingular for all t e [0, 1 ]. 
(C4) (Lipschitz condition). The functions aj, Ljk, j, k = i , . . . ,  p are Lipschitz. 
Theorem 2.1. Suppose that conditions (C1)-(C4) hold. Let to=0. For Model I, /f 
max( l l , . . . ,  la ) -> 0 then 
,¢~(d-A)  ~ ~ m in C[0, 1] p. 
For Model II, if max( l , , . . . ,  la) --> 0 then 
,/-d(,i-d) , m in C[O, 1 
Here m is a p-variate continuous Gaussian martingale with m(O)= 0 and covariance 
function 
P P P Io Cov(mj(t) ,mk(t))= ~ ~, ~, R.~(s)(L- ' (s) ) j~(L- ' (s) )k~a.(s)ds.  
u=l  v=l  w=i  
Theorem 2.2 Suppose that conditions (C1)-(C4) hold, n min(l~,. . . , la)->oo, the 
kernel K is of  bounded variation, b,-->0 and nb~->oo. Let 0< to < t~ < 1. For Model 
I , / f  ~ max(I, . . . .  , la ) -> 0 then 
sup I~( t ) -~ j ( t ) i  P ,  O. 
t~[ro, q] 
For Model II, if max( l l , . . . ,  la ) --> 0 then 
sup[  *'" a*(t)l p c~j~.: - > 0. 
t~[to.q] 
Additional conditions for weighted least squares estimation 
(D1) (Asymptotic stability). For j, k = 1 , . . . ,  p there exist functions Vjk defined 
on [0, 1] such that 
sup ]~k(t ) -  Vjk(t) l=Op(dmin( l~, . . . ,  la)). 
t~[0,1] 
(D2) (Bounded covariates). The processes v ¢..~) i = I, n, j = 1, p, n I> 1 - - I j  , " ' ° ,  ° ° ' ,  
are uniformly bounded. 
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(D3) (Asymptotic nondegeneracy ondition). The p x p matrix V(t)= (Vjk(t)) in 
(D 1) is nonsingular for all t e [0, 1]. 
(D4) (Lipschitz condition). The functions VjR, j, k = 1 , . . . ,  p, are Lipschitz. 
(D5) (Intensity regularity condition). There exists 8 > 0 such that if Y0(t) ~ 0 for 
some j = 1 , . . . ,  p then A~(t) I> 8. 
In order to obtain the asymptotic distribution of ,4 we need to assume that the 
bandwidth parameter b, and the interval lengths l~, . . . ,  Id satisfy the following 
conditions: 
b~ n min( I , , . . . ,  la ) -> oo, (2.13) 
b. 
--)0, (2.14) 
dmin(I , , . .  , Id) 
bn 
--> oo. (2.15) 
max( l , , . . . ,  Id) 
For simplicity, assume that to is a boundary point of one of the intervals 
. . . ,  . ra , ,  fo r  each n ~> 1. 
Theorem 2.3. Suppose that conditions (C1), (C3), (C4), (D1)-(D5), (2.13)-(2.15) 
hold and the kernel K has bounded variation with support contained in (0, 1]. Let 
0 < to < 1. Then, under Model II, 
m r vr~(,4- A) - - -~ in C[ to, 1] p 
where m' is a p-variate continuous Gaussian martingale with m'( to) = 0 and covariance 
function 
t ! 
Cov(m~(t), m~,(t)) = / ( V-'(S))jk ds. 
J to 
(2.16) 
2. 4. Remarks 
(i) In the special case of equal interval engths, I~ =/2 =- • • = Id -- A, say, condi- 
tions (2.13)-(2.15) are satisfied given A->0, nSA,-->oo and bn"-A(n !-8)/28, where 
! ½. < 8 < Condition (D l) can then be written 
sup V k(t)l=Op(n-8/2). 
t~[OA] 
For example (taking 8 =2), (2.13)-(2.15) are satisfied if b,, ~ n -~/4 and A,  "-. n -~/3, 
thus reducing (DI) to 
sup i k(t)- Vjk(t)l-Op(n-":5). 
t~[o,l] 
(~(n)  1 . (n )  • 
( i i )  In  the i . i .d, case, where  , . .  ~ , ro  , J = t , - . . ,  P) ,  i = 1 , . . . ,  n are i . i .d, rep l i -  
cates of one another, conditions '.C 1) and (D 1) can be checked using a central imit 
theorem in D[0, 1], as in Theorem 3.1. 
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(iii) A grouped ata based estimator of the covariance Gjk ( t ) =Cov( m~( t), m ~, (t ) ) 
of the limiting Gaussian martingale is given by 
djk( t )  = [ V-'(S)ljk as (2.17) 
o 
where V = V** is the piecewise constant approximation tothe p x p matrix function 
V*(t)=(VJk(t)), 
vJk(t) --1 Y,j(t) Y~k(t)AT,'(t). (2.18) 
n i=! 
By Lemma 4.3, under the conditions of Theorem 2.3 
sup IGjk(t)--Gjk(t) I P> O. (2.19) 
re [ to ,  I ]  
(iv) We have not been able to obtain a Model I version of Theorem 2.3, the 
reason being that the Model I proof breaks down without the condition 
V~" max(i~,.. . ,  Id)-*O and this condition is incompatible with (2.13)-(2.15). 
(v) In the special case of a single covariate (p = 1) we have 
~, (t)=(a,(t))_ ~1 ~ Y~(t). 
n i= l  
If ( l /n)  ~'=~ Y~(t) converges uniformly in probability to a function U(t) which is 
bounded away from zero, then, according to Theorem 2.3, v~-(A~-A1) converges 
in distribution to a Gaussian martingale with variance function 
Var(m;(0)= [a(s)/ U(s)l ds. 
o 
This limiting Gaussian martingale coincides with the ones for the Nelson-Aalen 
estimator [1, Theorem 6.4] and Karr's [19, Theorem 4.6] integrated spline sieve 
estimator. However these two estimators are not grouped data based. 
2.5. The maximal deviation statistic 
In ordcr to test the hypothesis Ho: aj = ao on [ to, 1 ], where ao is a known function, 
we propose the use of the statistic 
+ c;jj(t) 
where/To(t) =~,' ° ~x*(s) ds and Gjj is defined by (2.17). 
The following .esult gives the asymptotic null distribution of .q("~ ~.,j . 
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Theorem 2.4. Suppose that the conditions of Theorem 2.3 are satisfied. Then (under 
Model I), if Ho holds, 
lim P{S)")>~ c~}= a, 
wi .-~oo 
where c~ is the upper a quantile of the distribution of supt~to, ij[B°(t)[, B ° is the 
Brownian bridge process, 0 < a < 1. 
.~(") provides Using arguments in the proof of Theorem 2.4 it can be checked that ~,~ 
a consistent test against all alternatives in the sense that St ")-*oo in probability 
under any alternative. A table for the distribution of sup,~to.~j [ B°(t)[ has been given 
by Hall and Wellner [14]. 
2.6. Confidence bands 
Under Model I and the conditions of Theorem 2.3 an ~symptotic 100( I -a)% 
confidence band for/ l j  is given by 
Aj(t):l:c,,n-'/28~(1) '/2 l+d~(1) ] ,  te[to, 1]. 
3. Application to the analysis of grouped survival data 
Consider the scheme of random right censorship in which the observable portion 
of the survival time T~ of the ith individual is given by ~-  min(T~, Ci) and the 
censoring time C~ is conditionally independent of T~ given the covariate vector 
Y~ = (~1, - . . ,  Y~p)'- Assume that T~ and C~ are absolutely continuous, the pairs 
( T~, Ci), i = 1, . . . ,  n, are i.i.d, and the conditional hazard function h~")(t) of T~ given 
Y~ is specified by 
P 
j=l 
Let N~")(t) be the indicator of an uncensored failure for individual i prior to 
time t 
N~")(t)= I( ~ <~ t, 8, = l), 
where 8~ = I( T~ ~< C~). Aalen [ 1] showed that the counting process N~ ~) has intensity 
Ai")(t) = h~")( t) l (  7"i >-- t) 
P 
= ~ a~"'(t) Yo(t) (3.1) 
j= l  
with respect o the filtration .~, =cr(Ni(s), Yo(s+), O<~s<~t, i>~ 1, j=  1 , . . . ,p ) ,  
where Y#(t) = ~ j I (~  >~ t). Notingthat no two of the counting process N~"), • •., Nt, ") 
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jump simultaneously we see that the additive risk model (1.1) fits into the multivariate 
counting process framework of Section 2.1. The condition (D5) translates into the 
condition that the hazard function h~")(t) is bounded away from zero on [0, 1]: 
(HI) There exists 8>0 such that h~n)(t)> 8, for all i= l , . . . ,n ,  n~> 1, re[0, 1] 
almost surely. 
Assume that the hazard functions a , , . . . ,  ap are Lipschitz and the covariates Y~j 
are bounded. Then we can prove the following result, useful for checking conditions 
(C1), (D1). 
Theorem 3.1. Suppose that n min(/1, . . . ,  la)-->oo. Then, for Model I, condition (C1) 
is satisfied. For Model II, ~f the additional conditions (H1), (2.14) and (2.15) hold, 
then (C 1 ) and (D 1) are satisfied. 
Proof. First consider the Model II part of the theorem. Introduce a new random 
variable To which satisfies the same properties as T~ except that the conditional 
hazard function of To given Y~ is ho(t)=~,ej= ~ aj(t~. Yu-Define 7o = min(To, C~) and 
Vjk( t) = E( YL~YlkI( 7"o >~ t)hol( t)). 
Note that Vjk(t) is a bounded function since ho(t) satisfies condition (HI) with 8 
replaced by 8/2. Using the assumptions that the covariates are bounded and 
a~, . . . ,  ap are Lipschitz it can be seen that 
sup IE[ ~k(t)] - Vjk(t)[=O(max(l~, . . . , ld)). (3.2) 
t~[oA] 
Next, applying Theorem 15.6 of Billinglsey [5] and a similar argument to Hahn's 
[ 13] proof of the central imit theorem in D[0, ~,], it can be shown that 
sup I ~k(t)- E[~k(t)]l--Op(n-Ue). (3.3) 
t~[o,l] 
1~e condition n min( l l , . . . ,  Id)--> oo implies that Op(n -!/2) = op(~/min(l l , . . . ,  la)). 
Conditions (2.14 ) and ( 2.15 ) imply that max (I1 , . . . ,  la ) = o( dmin( l~, . . . ,  la ) ). There- 
fore (3.2) a,td (3.3) yield (D1). Condition (C1) can be checked similarly, the second 
part of (CI) using th: fact that convergence in probability of uniformly bounded 
r.v.'s implies L ! convergence. The Model I part of the theorem is proved in the 
same way, except hat the construction leading to (3.2) is not needed. [-! 
An application of the methods of this paper to real data has been carried out by 
Huffer and McKeague [17]. Grouped data on cancer mortality among Japanese 
atomic bomb survivors were analyzed using an additive risk model with p = 3 
covariates: Y~l = indicator (male), Y~2 = indicater (female) and Y~3 = dose of radi- 
ation; the hazard functions al and ~2 represent the background cancer mortality 
rates and a3 the excess cancer mortality rate per unit of radiation exposure. We 
refer to [ 17] for further discussion of this application. 
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4. Proofs 
Let D[0, 1] p be the product of p copies of D[0, 1] and equip it with the Skorohod 
product opology. 
Lemma 4.1. Let X ~") = (X~")(t), t~ [0, 1]), n I> 1 be a sequence of p-variate stochastic 
processes uch that X ~") --->~ X in D[0, 1] p where the limiting process X has sample 
paths in C[0, 1] p. I f  max(/ l , . . . ,  ld)-->O then X~")---~ X in C[0, 1] p. 
Proof. Since D[0, 11 p provided with the Skorohod product opology is a complete 
separable metric space, it is possible (Skorohod [25, item 3.1.1]) to construct a 
probability space and processes Y, Y~), n I> 1 defined on it such that Yt*) = ~X ~*), 
Y =eX and Yt"'--~a" y. Since Skorohod convergence implies unform convergence 
if the limit is continuous we have Y(~)--~a's" y in the uniform topology. Now if 
f~ -~f uniformly on [0, 1] , f  is continuous and max( / i , . . . ,  Id)-*O, then f~ o f  uni- 
formly on [0, 1]. Therefore Y~")--~'s" Y uniformly. We conclude that X~") - -~X 
in C[0, 1]~ I-1 
Let L=/ :*  and /~ = R* denote the piecewise constant approximations to the 
matrix functions defined by (2.10) and (2.11) respectively. I1" II denotes operator 
norm.  
Lemma 4.2. Suppose that max( l l , . . . ,  ld)-->O and conditions (C1), (C3), (C4) hold. 
Then 
(a) sup, to. jIIL*-l(t) - L - l ( t ) l l  =O(max(l l , . . . ,  Id)), 
(b) sup, t0,1jIl£-l(t) - L*-l(t)ll =op(x/min(li, . . ,  id)). 
. . . .  
Proof. (a) The Lipschitz condition (C4) on L implies 
sup IIL*(t)- L(t)ll =O(max( l l , . . . ,  id)) 
t~[o,q 
and with (C3) that L*(t) is invertible at all t e [0, 1] for n sufficiently large. (a) now 
follows using a matrix inequality: for any p x p nonsingular matrices C and D such 
that II C -  D II < IIOII 
I I c - ' -   -'11 IID-'ll211C- DI} 
1- IIO-'ll IIC-DII" 
(b) Directly from the definitions of £ and L*, 
shp I,£(t)-L*(t),,= sup II~ I ,  (L(s) 
t~[O. l ]  r= l  . . . . .  d r 
~< sup II/:(s)- L(s)]! 
t~[O,1]  
m 
=oe(4min(11,. , la 
by (C l). Then (b) follows from the above matrix 
(4.1) 
-L (s ) )  dsll 
)), 
inequality. UI 
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Proof of Theorem 2.1. First consider Model I. The Lipschitz condition (C4) on a 
implies that 
sup IlA(t)-A(t)ll--O( sup I]c~(t)-a*(t)li) 
t~[0,1] t~[0,1] 
= O(max( l , , . . . ,  ld)) 
=o(n-'/~), (4.2) 
since for Model I we assumed that ~ max(l~,..., la ) -* 0. Thus, it suffices to consider 
x/'n(,~- A) which using (2.2) and (2.3) can be written in the form 
x/'n(A- 4)(t) = .~{" )(t) (4.3) 
Io' + (£-'(s)-L*-'(s))g(sIds (4.4) 
+ O(~(t) (4.5) 
i -x/-n J(s)a*(s) ds, (4.6) 
where ,~(") and 0 ("~ are the piecewise linear approximations to
1 f2 L*-t(s) Y'(s) dM(s), x '~ ' ( t )=~ 
Io Ut")(t) = x/-A" £-'(s)£(s)(a(s)-a*(s)) ds 
respectively, and 
~ ' ( t )=~ V'(s)dM(s) for ts,~,, 
r 
J (t) = I (/~( t ) is not invertible). 
The jth component of X{"~(t) can be written 
X~ "~'(t)= ~ I t "'ol-#"~ts) (4.7) 
i= l  do 
where 
1 n --!( 
H~'(t)=~n E (L* t))j~Y,,,(t). 
k=i  
The square integrable martingales M~,.. . ,  M, have predictable quadratic variation 
processes given by 
<M~, Mi)(t) = ,~(s) ds and (M~,Mj)(t)=0, i~.i, (4.8) 
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where A,(t) is given by (2.5). Conditions (C3) and (C4) and Lemma 4.2(a) imply 
that the functions (L*-'(t))jk are bounded. Thus, since the covadate processes are 
assumed to be locally bounded, X) ") is a local square integrable martingale. The 
predictable quadratic variation processes of X[") , . . . ,  X~ ") are given by 
=,., Io A) ,X~"')(t)= H(,.j")(s)H~)(s)A,(s) d  i=!  
so that by Lemma 4.2 and the asymptotic stability condition (C1), for all j, k and t 
(v ( . )  P ,% , ) Cov(mj(t), ink(t)) 
as n--> oo. Next, the boundedness (uniformly in n) of the functions (L*-~(t))jk and 
condition (C2) imply the following Lindeberg condition: for all j and e > 0, 
fo ' ~. H~)(t)2A,(t)l(lH~)(t)l> e) dt 0 (4.9) P)  i=1 
as n -> oo. By Rebolledo's central limit theorem for local square integrable martingales 
in the form given by Andersen and Gill [4, Theorem 1.2] it follows that X (") --> e m 
in D[0, 1]~ Lemma 4.1 then gives that .~(")--->~ m in C[0, 1]~ To complete the 
proof of the theorem it suffices to show that the remaining terms (4.4)-(4.6) converge 
uniformly to zero in probability as n-> oo. 
First consider (4.4). Since M~,..., M, are orthogonal square integrable mar- 
tingales (4.8), we have 
E ~'~(t) dt=-  E Y#(s)dM,(s) 
r= l  | r  i 1 r 
a l n f 21~ 
= Z "~ E E Js Yu'")Ai(s)ds 
= i r r=!  "= 
=°(ra in ( l , !  . . ,  Id))' 
by (C1) and (C4). Therefore 
lit II sup  (f~-'(s)-L*-'(s));(s)ds <~ sup  II£-'(s)-L*-'(s)ll II '(s)llds t~[O, I ] l l J o  tE[O, l ]  
=op( Jmin( l l , . . . ,  ia))Oe Jmin(l . . . ,  
(by Lemma 4.2 and (4.10)) 
P 
0, 
which deals with (4.4). Under the special assumption that ~ max(/1,. . . ,  ld)->O 
we have sup, lla( t) -  a*( t)[[ =o(n -!/2) which implies, using Lemma 4.2, that (4.5) 
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converges uniformly to zero in probability. Also by Lemma 4.2 and conditions (C3), 
(C4) 
P(L(t) is invertible for all rE[0,  1])-> 1 
as n->oo, so that (4.6) converges uniformly to zero in probability. This completes 
the proof of the Model I part of the theorem. The proof of the Model II part is 
identical, except hat the term (4.5) is not involved and the argument leading to 
(4.2) is not needed. El 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. First consider Model I. Define the following smoothed version 
of aj: 
~;(t)=~ \-~-/~j(~) d~. 
Let V(K) denote the total variation of K. Then (of. the proof of Theorem 4.1.2 of 
Ramlau-Hansen [24]) 
IIo I sup I~J(t)-~;(t)i- sup 1 K(t-s~ d(,Aj-Aj)(s) ,~ro.,] ,~[o,,] ~ \ b. / 
2 
~--  V(K) sup I&(s)-Aj(s)l 
b. ~[o,l] 
('), =o,, ~ (4.11) 
by Theorem 3.1. The Lipschitz condition (C4) on aj implies that 
sup laj(t)-a](t)[=O(b.) 
t~Do, h] 
and combining this with (4.11) proves the result for Model I. For Model Ii we can 
use an analogous argument up to (4.11), replacing Aj by Aj and replacing a] by 
the smoothed version of a~: 
a~( t )=~ \"~, ]a~(s) ds, 
to obtain 
By the Lipschitz condition (C4) on ~j 
sup I~* ( t ) -~*~(t ) [=O(b , )+O(max( l , , .  . .  , ld))  
te[to,tll 
so that 
sup [ajr(t)-a*(t)[=Oe(b,~n) +O(b~)+O(max(l~,... Id))
t~[to, q] 
This completes the proof. El 
(4.12) 
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Write W~(t) - A ?~(t) and let ~' = V +* denote the piecewise constant approximation 
to the matrix function V + defined by (2.18). I~' denotes the matrix function defined 
by (2.12)o 
Lemma 4.3. Suppose that the conditions of Theorem 2.3 hold. Then 




i - - l , . . . ,n 
(c) 
l~(t)- wdt)l = op(~,,), 
1 
where 7/,, - bn ~/n + b, + max( i , , . . . ,  Id), 
sup II ~'-~(t) - v*-'(t)ll =Op(v/,,)+op(dmin(l,,..., Id)). 
t~[to,l] 
Proof. (a) Similar to the proof of Lemma 4.2. Conditions (D3) and (D4) are used 
here. (b) Let e > 0. From (4.12) with t, = 1 in the proof of Theorem 2.2 and the 
assumption of bounded covariates there exists a constant K such that P(~2n) > 1 - e, 
where 
~n={oo'[A~(t)-A~(t)I<K~?. for all i= l , . . . ,n ,  t~[to, I]}. 
For n sufficiently large, 7/~ < 8/2K. For such n, by condition (DS), if oJ ~ .f2., t ~ [ to, 1 ] 
and A~(t) > 0 then ,~(t) > 8/2. Thus, for n sufficiently large, if oJ ~ ~2. and t ~ [ to, 1 ], 
 (01 = l (t) - w~(t)II(,~,(t) > o) (by (D5)) 
= [,~j(t) - A~(t) I,~7 ~ (t)A 7'(t) l (h i ( t )  > 0) 
2Kz/n 
82 " 
This shows that {~/~' sup,~[,o.~l.~_=, ..... ~llV~(t)- W~(t)l, n~> 1} is tight, as required. 
(c) From the definitions of V and V* 
sup 11~7(t)- v*(t)ll<~ sup Ilv+(t) - v(t)ll+ sup ll~7(t)- v(t)ll 
t~[t0,l] t~[t0,1 ] t~[0,l] 
-O(  sup I~( t ) -  W~(t)[)+o~,(#min(l , , . . . ,  Id)) 
t~[t0,l] 
i= l,...,n 
(by (D1) and (D2)) 
= Oe(~?,)+ op(min( l~, . . . ,  ld)). 
(by (b)). 
The result now follows using the matrix inequality (4.1). CI 
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such that, pY as. for all t E [0, 1[, 
(2.6) 
(where ai = u~(s, Y, yS) idem Jbr qj(Js)), and 
I 
t 
PW dis = 
0 I 
t 
L&s) ds- (2.7) 
0 
. We may say that jjt (OS t < 1) is an (2, r)-diffusion. 0f cczrse the time 
appears explicitly in the coefficients, but we can add to y, another coordinate uI 
such that du, = lD(yt) dt + laD(yt)p(yt) dL, = dt, starting from 0. Then u’, = ul_, is 
equal to 1- t and satisfies du’, = MR) dt+ L&%)pG) dit and ao= 1. So 0% fit) 
is an (A+ (a/au), $-p(a/au))-diffusion. 
We do not know if oi and qj are continuous, or even bounded. Consequently 
there is no a priori result of existence for the stochastic integral system (2.6)-(2.7). 
As in [lo, 121, for (2.6) to make sense it is enough to check 
for all t E [0, l[, E IlD(Ys)aiK(.Vs)l ds+ IlaD(~~)~jjVj(~~)l dis 1 < +m. W3) 
Under the hypotheses of Theorem 2.5, (2.8) holds. 
roof. Consider first. ai. Then 
E 
[ 
llDtYs)giyI:(Js)l ds 1 
(~(1 -s, Y, #iv F(z)1 + I< Kp)(l -s, y, 41) ds dz 
which is finite according to the results of the first section. 
e cafi C-I the same with qj when p > 0, replacing di’ by l/p ds. When p E 0 
we have to use 1.3. For all k E N we have 
(2.10) 
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The Lindeberg condition (4.9), now integrating from to to 1, follows from 
sup ,H~")(s),l(A,(s) > O) =O( 8~n )
i= l , . . . ,n  
s~[ to , i ]  
which is a consequence of conditions (D2), (D5) and Lemma 4.3. Therefore 
X (") ---~ m' in D[to, 1] p and by Lemma 4.1, .~(") --+~ m' in C[to, 1] p. 
Condition (2.15) and the assumption that K has support contained in (0, 1] imply 
that the process Ig'(t), t e[0, 1] is predictable for n sufficiently large. Replacing W 
by a truncated version W (as in the treatment of (4.15) below) ensures that Z) ") is 
a square integrable martingale. Thus, we may apply Lenglart's [22] inequality to 
Z~ "~. Since 
" - ' " '  f,[ }: =-- (V*-'(S)bkY~k(S) [l'Vi(s)- Wi(s)]2A,(s) as [1.,) , n i l l  J to tk=!  
-O(1).  sup [¢¢~")(t)- W~(s)[ 2
1~[10,1] 
i=!  ....  ,n  
(by (D2) and Lemma 4.2(a)) 
P ,0 
(by (DS) and Lemma 4.3(b)) 
we have that Z ~"), and consequently 2(")~ tends uniformly to zero in probability. 
Now we turn to (4.15). Define a new process ((t) from ~'(t) by replacing iVy(t) 
in the definition of ~'(t) by 
l¢~(t) = rain(2, [ l~(t)[), 
where 8 is given in condition (D5). From that condition and Lemma 4.3(b) 
P(t(/~(t)= tl/~(t) focall i=l,...,n, t~[to, l])-~l 
as  n --> oo, so  
[[sr(s)H ds= [l((s)l[ ds+op(1). (4.18) 
o o 
Since I~5 is predictable (for n sufficiently large), bounded (by 2/6) and the covariates 
are bounded we have (cf. the argument leading to (4.10)) 
[ ( ,, 
Ug(s)[[ ds=Op 4min(l, id)]" (4.19) 
0 , ' ' ' 9  
Then 
ll ,s, v, dslb 
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<~ sup !!~'- ' (t)-  v*-'(t)ll II~'(s)ll ds 
re[foAl 
) ] = Oe b,,+max(/,,.,  la) +oe(dmin( l l , . .  la))
Oe 1 )) -Foe( l ) ]  
x [  (,/min(i],...,la 




Finally, by Lemma 4.3 and conditions (D3), (D4) 
P(17(t) is invertible for all t e [ to, 1 ]) -> 1 
as n-> oo, so that (4.16) also converges uniformly to zero in probability. V! 
Proof of Theorem 2.4. Let 
Z.(t)=d~G~(1) [ ~ +  G--~(t)J" 
By Theorem 2.3, Z. converges weakly in C[ to, 1 ] to the process 
ao( ) \G~(i~G~(t) ' t~[ to ,  11, 
where B ° is the Browian bridge process, cf. [3, p. 114]. Then, by the continuous 
mapping theorem [5, Theorem 5.1], sup,~t,o.qlZ,(t)l converges in distribution to 
sup,~to.i]lB°(t) I. But 
sup q~'(~(1) [~a~(1)+G~(t)j-Z,(t) t~[to, l] 
(~#(1) I/2(G~(I) + GJ/(t)) 11 
-<- { su,  Iz.(t)l} sup 
,~[,o-,,] ,~t,o.,] G~(1)'/2(G~(I)-i'(~(t)) 
which tends to zero :n probability since the first term is tight and (2.19) implies that 
the second term tends to zero in probability. The result now follows from Billingsley 
5, T em 4.~]. ~ 
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